
 

 

 

We are pleased to inform you that we will exhibit at next  LIGNA Exhibition  which will be held 

in Hannover (Germany) from  22th to 26th may 2017, where we will show 

following  representative  machines of our production range; all of them will be working and you  will have the 

possibility to carry out some  processing tests,  if wished. 
 

 

 



 

 

S61 XCRT 

Universal machine for all operation of white-
wood lacquer sanding 

Working width 1350mm 
Longitudinal sanding belt length 2620mm 
Cross sanding belt length 5100mm 
1° Cross belt unit 
2° Sanding cylinder unit 
3° Planetary brushing unit (orbital vertical multi-brushes) 
4° Sectioned pad with super-finish unit 
Aux: cleaning brushing unit + rotary blowers 
  

 

 

 

 

 
K7 CTTGGG  

 
Calibrating-sanding machine with TCAR 

patented technology to reproduce the “hand-
scraped” effect on flooring planks (wood, MDF, 

etc.) 

Working width 650mm 
Longitudinal sanding belt length 3250mm 
1° Calibrating cylinder unit 
2° Combi unit, pad + carving unit 
3° Combi unit, pad + carving unit 
4° Steel brushing unit 
5° Tynex brushing unit 
6° Tynex brushing unit 
Aux: Tynex brushing unit 
 
 
  

 

 



 

 

 
S7 XCRRFFTsf  

 
Top white-wood sanding and brushing machine 

specifically for lacquered doors but also for 
white-wood / lacquer 

finishing sanding 

Working width 1350mm 
Longitudinal sanding belt length 3250mm 
Cross sanding belt length 7500mm 
1° Cross belt unit 
2° Sanding cylinder unit 
3° Planetary brushing unit (orbital vertical multi-brushes) 
4° Planetary brushing unit (orbital vertical multi-brushes) 
5° Inclined brushing unit (with abrasive inserts) 
6° Inclined brushing unit (with abrasive inserts) 
7° Sectioned pad with super-finish unit 
Aux: rotary blowers 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 
S7 XCRTsfTsfX 

 
High-production top machine for white wood 

and lacquer finish sanding 

Working width 1350mm 
Longitudinal sanding belt length 3250mm 
Cross sanding belt length 7500mm 
1° Cross belt unit 
2° Sanding cylinder unit 
3° Planetary brushing unit (orbital vertical multi-brushes) 
4° Sectioned pad with super-finish unit 
5° Sectioned pad with super-finish unit 
6° Cross belt unit 
Aux: Scotch-brite unit + oscillating rotary blowers 
 
 
  

 

 



 

 

KK9 CC-CC 
 

Heavy-duty Top + Bottom calibrating machine 
specifically for thin vinyl / PVC, but also for 

plywood and thin wood panels 

BOTTOM 
Working width 2200mm 
Longitudinal sanding belt length 3250mm 
1° Calibrating cylinder unit 
2° Calibrating cylinder unit 
Aux: Cleaning brushing unit + antistatic bar + blade blowers 
TOP 
Working width 2200mm 
Longitudinal sanding belt length 3250mm 
1° Calibrating cylinder unit 
2° Calibrating cylinder unit 
Aux: Cleaning brushing unit + antistatic bar + blade blowers 

 

 
 

Come and visit us! 
You will find us at  HALL 016  STAND A14 

Yours Sincerely, 
COSTA LEVIGATRICI SPA 

 

 

 


